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WATCH OUT METALHEADZ!!
Did you ever see the bullet before it smashed your face? This time you surely will!
Black Inhale refines Thrash Metal in an unique and unprecedented way – using razor-sharp guitar riffs, hard and fast
drum assaults accompanied by aggressive and varied vocals.
Black Inhale stands for all-out, straight, pure and honest metal that will never accept a compromise.

Biography
Black Inhale is an Austrian Metal Band formed in Vienna. Four friends, Raffael Trimmal (git&voc), David Gludovatz
(git), Markus Ziegler (bass) and Boris Balogh (drums) decided to follow their common passion and that way Black
Inhale's metal was established in 2009.
In August 2009 Black Inhale recorded its first EP called "Inner Pain" at Hinterhof Studios with Norbert Leitner.
Black Inhale's first full-length studio album „Rule Of Force“ was released on February 2011 by the Austrian record
label „Come Clean Records“, earning a growing fanbase in the underground metal community especially in Austria
and Germany.
Numerous concerts, festivals and headliner-shows followed, providing proof of being a real live-band. Black Inhale's
aggressive and sweaty stage performance is often compared with Metallica or Pantera shows in the early 90's.
In February 2015, Black Inhale entered the Udio Media Studio of Norbert Leitner (Austria), who recorded and mixed
the album named „A Doctrine Of Vultures“.
The mastering was done by Jens Bogren (Sweden), who is famous worldwide for his work with some of the biggest
acts in metal today. Opeth, Kreator and Amon Amarth are just some of the artists that have had their albums
produced, mixed and/or mastered by Jens.
The artwork for „A Doctrine Of Vultures“ was designed by Seth Siro Anton (Greece), who for example did artworks
for Arch Enemy, Soilwork and Heaven Shall Burn.
At the moment, Black Inhale are laying waste to the festivalstages and having a hell of a time...
BEWARE!!!

